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ABSTRACT 
We obtain a set of polynomials in A, A* (A an A X n matrix) whose traces 
completely characterize the unitary similarity classes of a generic set of matrices. The 
number of invariants required is an order of magnitude smaller than earlier examples 
of such sets of invariants. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let M, be the set of n X n complex matrices, and U(n) c M, the group 
of unitary matrices. A, B E M, are said to be unitarily similar (A = B) if 
there is a 5 E U(n) such that [*At = B. The classical result of Specht [8] 
gives a necessary and sufficient condition for two matrices to be unitarily 
similar: 
A=Biffforallr>O andintegers a1 ,..., q, j31 ,..., &>O, 
Trace( AalA*Bl . . . A%A*&) = Trace( B%B*fll . . . B”rB*flr). ( a) 
In applied mathematics (continuum mechanics, for example [9]) one is 
faced with the problem of deciding if two given matrices are unitarily similar. 
Specht’s theorem is, of course, useless for such a situation. The following 
refinement due to Pearcy [5] gives a finite criterion: 
A, B E M, are unitarily similar if (* ) holds for all morwmials for which 
Ccv, + C& Q 2n2. 
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Low-dimensional examples suggest that the number of traces required to 
determine the unitary similarity class is far smaller than the 4”’ arising from 
Pearcy’s result. For n = 2, three traces-the traces of A, A2, A*A- 
determine the unitary similarity class of A; for n = 3, seven traces suffice 
(Pearcy [S], Sibirskii [7]). 
Our starting point is a topological observation which shows that there 
exist n2 + 1 continuous functions f; : M, + C (i = 1,. . . , n2 + 1) such that 
A-B iff x(A)=f,(B)fori=l,..., n2 + 1. Unfortunately, topology does not 
produce these functions explicitly. However, this result encourages a search 
for a small family of continuous functions whose values would characterize 
unitary similarity classes in M,. A natural starting point is to see whether a 
subfamily of the functions in Pearcy’s theorem can do the job. Our main 
result (see Section 4) is to show that there is a subfamily of approximately 
(2n)” functions which can be used to characterize unitary similarity classes 
of nonsingular n X n matrices having n distinct singular values. We point 
out that such matrices are “generic” (i.e. form a dense subset of M,), and 
while (en)” is large, (2n)“/4”2=(2n/4”)n is small. The key tool is a 
criterion for deciding when two matrices are similar via a diagonal, unitary 
matrix. This result, which perhaps is of some independent interest, is proved 
in Section 3. 
2. A TOPOLOGICAL OBSERVATION 
We begin by reformulating our problem in geometric language. M, is a 
Hilbert space under the inner product (A, B) = Trace( A*B), and the set of 
matrices of (Frobenius) norm equal to 1, denoted S(n), is a compact 
manifold of dimension 2n2 - 1 sitting inside M,. Now the map @ : M, X U, 
+ M, given by @(A, 5) = [*A[ defines a smooth action of the compact Lie 
group U(n) on M,. Moreover S(n) is taken into itself by this action. Let 
X(n) and Y(n) be the quotient spaces of these actions on M, and S(n) 
respectively, with the quotient topology. Thus points of X(n) [Y(n)] are the 
classes of matrices unitarily similar to a given n X n matrix [n X n matrix of 
Frobenius norm 11. 
Our problem then is to separate the points of X(n). by the values of 
continuous functions defined on X(n), or, what is the same thing, continuous 
U(n)-invariant functions defined in M,. 
Now, by a theorem of Yang [ll], Y(n) is a polyhedron, or loosely 
speaking, a simplicial complex. From the slice theorem (see [2, Chapter VII]) 
it follows that the dimension of Y(n) as a simplicial complex is the codimen- 
sion, in S(n), of an orbit of maximal dimension. Choose A E S(n) so that A 
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does not commute with any nonscalar unitaries. The U(n)-orbit of such a 
matrix clearly has maximal dimension, equal to n2 - 1. Hence dimY( n) = 
(2n2 - 1) - ( n2 - 1) = n2. 
Hence by a classical theorem (see [8, p. 120]), Y(n) can be embedded in 
IW2”‘+ ‘. So we can suppose that Y(n) lies in an affine real subspace of 
dimension 2n2 + 1 of C G+ i and that this subspace does not contain the 
origin. Now M, is the cone with S(n) as base and the origin (0 matrix) as 
vertex. The U(n)-action clearly carries rays onto rays and is a homeomor- 
phism on each ray. So the cone on Y(n) with the origin as vertex is 
homeomorphic to X(n). Thus X(n) embeds in C G+ ‘. If +i, . . . , +,,z+ 1: C G+ ’ 
+ C are the coordinate functions and p: M, + X(n) the quotient map, let 
& = +i 0 p. Then the x’s are U(n)-invariant continuous functions on M,, and 
clearlyA=B iff i(A)=f;(B)for i=1,...,n2+1. 
3. DU-SIMILARITY 
Two n x n matrices A and B will be said to be DU-similar (similar via a 
diagonal, unitary matrix) if there is a diagonal matrix 6 such that 5 E U(n) 
and .$*A5 = B. Such a [ will have diagonal entries of the form e”; we shall 
denote by A( 8,, . . . , 0,) the diagonal matrix whose kth diagonal entry is e”‘k. 
Henceforth the two-element set {O,l} will be denoted Z,, and N will 
denote the set of nonnegative integers. 
If X is an n x n matrix, the matrix XCsj, S E Z,, is defined to be X if 
6 = 0, X* if 6 = 1. Thus if 1 <k, I Q n, then the (k, Z)th entry of XC,,, 
denoted xi:‘, is xkl or Xlk, according as 6 = 0 or 1. 
Now suppose A = A(8,, . . . , 13,) and A, BE M, are such that A = A*BA. 
Then ajk = ei(ek-el)b jk. Hence for any set of indices 1 Q ji,. . . , j, < n, we 
a(fl,)a(,$) . . . 
1112 lZJ3 
a(fp) = b(,a!)b(.S?) . . . b(,ap) 
IpJl Jllz 1213 IPJI * 
We shall denote a product 
a’“l.‘a’p2,) . . 
1112 1213 .a(ism;;ln by A(jl,..., j,,S), 
where 6 = (S, ,..., 6w_1). 
We are now ready to present a necessary and sufficient condition for two 
n x n matrices to be DU-similar. 
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THEOREM 3.1. Two n x n matrices A, B are DU-sin&r iff 
(i) a .j = bjj for j = 1,. . . , n, and 
(ii) j!! all p, 1 <p<n, and distinct indices I< jr,..., jp<n and 8~ 
(Z rJp3 
4j l,...,jp,jl;6)=B(jl,...,jp, jl;i3). 
Proof. The necessity of these conditions has already been pointed out; 
we prove sufficiency by induction on n. 
We first observe that if j z k, 1~ j, k < n, the equality A(j, k, j; (0,l)) = 
B(j, k, j;(O, 1)) implies that jajkJ = Jb,,l. 
Now suppose A, B are 2X2 matrices. Then we may write 
a12=e -it? b 12. 
From A(1,2,1;(0,0)) = B(1,2,1;(0,0)) we get 
Hence, we may set a21 = e”b,,. 
Let A = A(@,O). Clearly, A = A*BA. Hence the theorem is true for n Q 2. 
Suppose the theorem is true for alI m X m matrices, m < n - 1. 
If A, B are n X n matrices satisfying (i) and (ii), then the (n - 1) X (n - 1) 
matrices A,, B, obtained by deleting the last rows and columns from A and 
B also satisfy (i) and (ii). Hence, there is an (n - 1) X (n - 1) matrix n = 
A(@,,..., 6,,_,) such that A, = q*B,v. Let 5 = A(&. . . ,8,,_r,O) and B’ = 
[*BE. Then A and B’ still satisfy (i), (ii); A and B are DU-similar iff A and 
B’ are DU-similar and ajk = bjk for 1 Q j, k < n. Hence we may assume, 
without loss of generality, that A and B satisfy (i), (ii) and alk = b,, if 
neither j nor k is equal to n. 
Let 2 C {l,..., (n - l)} i (n - 1) be the set of elements such that at 
least one of an j or a jn is nonzero. If Z = 0, A and B are already equal and 
there is nothing more to be done. Otherwise, we have 
lap,1 = lbj,t and IantI = lbnjl* 
Moreover, A( j, n, j; (0,O)) = B(j, n, j; (0,O)) implies that for each j E Z there 
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exists a +j E W, unique modulo 2~, such that 
ajn = e-‘*jbj,, 
a .=e’*jb “I “I’ 
(34 
We now introduce equivalence relation on (n - 1). We say p and q in 
(n - 1) are related, p R q, if any of the following hold: 
(RI) a(” f 0 for some 6 E Ha; 
(RII) tgre exists a sequence of distinct integers k,, . . . , k, E (n - 1) and 
a 6 E @a)‘+’ such that 
A(p,k,,...,k,,q;6)#0; 
(RIII) for all j E (fl- l), ajP=aPi=a,j=ai4=0. 
R is clearly a symmetric relation. It is reflexive, since if no element in the 
jth row or column is nonzero, jR j by virtue of RIII; if a!, # 0 for some k, 
then A(j, k, j,(O,l)) = a@+ # 0 and hence jRj by vn-tue of RII, and 
similarly, if ak j # 0, then A( j, k, j; (1,O)) # 0. One can establish by similar 
and somewhat tedious manipulations that R is a transitive relation. 
This relation partitions (12 - 1) into disjoint equivalence classes. All 
elements related by virtue of RI11 clearly form a single equivalence class. We 
denote this class by Co; let C,, . . . , C, be the other classes. 
We claim that if j, k E 2 and j, k E C, (I # 0), then +j = &. Suppose for 
instance that a jn # 0 and ank # 0. If jR k by virtue of RI, either akj # 0 or 
a jk # 0. If a jk # 0, then bi, # 0 as well. So from A( n; j, k, n, (IO, 1)) = 
B(n, j, kn;(LO,lN we get 
- 
ainaikiink = bj,bj&. 
Since a jk = bj, for 1 d j, k Q n - 1, this gives Zj,,cZnk = bj,b,,, = 
ei(@‘k-*j)GjJ,, and hence +j = +k (modea). 
Suppose now that jR k by virtue of satisfying RII. Then there are indices 
11,-.-7 31 ’ and 6 E @a)‘+’ such that 
A(h j 1, . . . . j,,k;a)=B(j, j, ,... , j,,k;6)+0, (3.2) 
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where 6=(8,,..., 6,+ r). Then by hypothesis, 
This together with (3.2) yields once again 
a jnank = bj,bnk 
and hence +j = +k (mod2r). 
For each p E Z, let 4, = (pp. We now show that it is possible to select I/J,, 
for p E (n - l)\Z, in such a way that if A= A($l,...,J,._l,O), then A= 
A*BA. If pECo,let $,=O; if ~EC, and C,nZ=0,let JI,=O, if peCI 
and C, n Z # 0, choose a k E C, r\ Z and set 4, = +k. By the previous 
remarks, +!J,, is well defined. Note that the (j, k)th entry of A*BA is 
ei(@j-‘#‘k)a jk. For 16 j, k < n - 1, if ajk # 0, then jRk (via RI), and hence 
this entry is equal to ajk. From the choice of the Ic/‘s and (3.1) we see that 
A = A*BA. n 
4. THE MAIN RESULT 
THEOREM 4.1. Let A and B be nonsingular n x n matrices having n 
distinct singular values. Then A and B are unitarily similar iff for all 
l<k<n, eE(Z$, and (11 ,..., lk)=Nk with li<n-1, 
Trace i A& A*A)” . . . A,,,( A*A)‘*) 
= Trace BcE,)( B*B) ‘I . . . BcEkl( B*B)‘*). i (*) 
Proof. The trace equalities obviously hold if A = B. We prove the 
converse. First observe that the hypothesis implies that Trace( A*A)k = 
Trace(B*B)k for 1~ k Q n. Hence A*A and B*B have the same eigenvalues, 
i.e., A and B have the same singular values. Using polar decomposition, we 
may write A = nilAl, B = q21BI, where r~i, na E U(n) are uniquely deter- 
mined and JAI2 = A*A, lB12 = B*B. Let [i, f2 E U(n) be such that 
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where (Y~,...,IY, are the common singular values of A and B, and D = 
D(a I,“‘, a,) is the diagonal matrix whose ith entry is (or. Then A = B iff 
A’ = ,$:A[i and B’ = 5; Bt2 are unitarily similar. The polar decompositions 
of A’ and B’ have “radial part” equal to D. So we may assume, without loss 
of generality, that A and B are nonsingular and A*A and B*B are both 
equal to the diagonal matrix D( aI,. . . , LY,) = D with (Y~ # aj for i # j. 
Now A - B iff there is an w E U(n) such that A = w*Bw, i.e. iff qlD = 
( W*TJ~W)( o*Dw). The uniqueness of polar decomposition implies that D = 
o*Dw, and since the entries of D are distinct, w must be diagonal. Hence, 
again by the uniqueness of vi, the matrices n1 and na are DU-similar. 
In view of Theorem 3.1, it now suffices to show that if A = UD, U 
unitary, D a diagonal matrix with distinct, real, positive entries, the quanti- 
ties 
ujj(j = l,..., n) and U(i, ,..., i,,i,; E) 
are completely determined by the traces appearing on the left-hand side of 
( * ). (We denote this family of traces by sn.) This is a straightforward 
computation, which we now perform. 
Let E[ij] be the matrix whose (p,q)th entry is aiPajq. Then if E[i] = 
E[i, i], we have D = &xjE[ j] and A*A = CaqE[ j]. Then E[ j] = pj(A*A), 
where 
Notice that pi is a real polynomial of degree n - 1 whose coefficients 
completely determined by Trace(A*A)k (k = 1,. . . , n) and hence by 
family Pn. 
Let Uj = UE[ j]. Then 
are 
the 
Uj=UE[j] =Uay’(;a,E[k]E[j]) (since E[k]E[j] =akjE[j]) 
=ai’AE[j]. 
Hence ujj = Trace Uj = *I: ’ Trace [ Ap .( A*A)] = Trace[ A$( A*A)], where fi 
= +pj. Clearly ujj is completely determined by 9”. To obtain 
U(i,,...,i k, i,, E) in terms of Fn we proceed as follows. Since Uj*Uj = E[ j], 
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we have Uj*UjUk = E[j]U, = ujkE[ jk]. Let 




Lk*i = ( tJk*uktJj)* = uj*rJ,*u,. 
L’i” = L jk and L’ifk’ = Lt. 
(4.2) 
Then, if E = (Q,. . . , +) E (Z,)k, 
Hence 
L(.el.) . . . 
‘1’2 I%‘>; =u( i,, . . . , i,, i,; E)E [i,, i,], . . . , E [ ikill 
=u(i I,..., i,,i,; +[i,]. 
Now 
Trace( L\::i * . . L!$!) = U( i 1 ,..., i,,i,;e). 
~~~=uj*uju~= [A$(A*A)]*[A~~(A*A)][A~,(A*A)] 
= [ fi< A*A)A*A~;.( A*A)] Af,( A*A). 
(4.3) 
Note that fi, being a real polynomial, is unaffected by taking conjugates. 
Now $(X)X4(X) must be a polynomial of degree > n. So dividing this by 
m(X), the minimum polynomial of A*A (which by hypothesis has degree n), 
we obtain 
where g j( X ) has degree at most n - 1. Thus we can write 
Ljk = g j( A*A)Afk( A*A) 9 (4.4) 
where the coefficients of gj are completely determined by 9”. 
It will be easily checked that 
L:!k’ = Ltj - fi( A*A)A*g,( A*A). (4.5) 
UNITARY SIMILARITY 
We now define 
$%) = 
i 
h(x) if E=O, 
g,(x) 
I if e=l, 
gp( X) = 
i 
.dX) if E=O, 
fk(T) if &=l. 
Thus (4.4), (4.5) can be written together as 
L$’ = gl”( A*A)A&“( A*A). 




= Trace( gi:‘( A*A)A,E,,&?‘( A*A) 
x . . . gip’( A*A)A&;Ek)( A*A)] . 
In the product within braces, whenever a product $“l-1)(A*A)g$fl)(A*A) 
occurs, we can divide by m(A*A) to obtain a polynomial of degree at most 
n - 1 whose coefficients are again completely determined by Pn. Continuing 
in this way, we shall have 
tJ(i ,,...,i,,i,;~)=CconstTrace[A~~,,(A*A)’~...A~~~,(~*~)‘“], 
e.1 
the constants being determined by 4G, and the 1,‘s being < n - 1. So the 
U(i 1,. . . , i,, ii; e)‘s are completely determined by the quantities S$. 
The proof of the main theorem is complete. n 
5. REMARKS 
REMARK 5.1. With a little more effort one can show that in Theorem 4.1, 
we need not assume that A and B are nonsingular. The result holds if the 
nonzero singular values of A and B occur with multiplicity 1. For the case 
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n = 4 one of us has proved [l] that no restrictions on A and B are necessary. 
We conjecture that the result holds for all matrices for all n. 
REMARK 5.2. The family gn contains [(2n)” - l] .2n(2n - l)-’ traces. 
There are many redundancies. Some of the traces are equal to others because 
of the invariance of the trace of a product under a cyclic permutation of the 
factors; some pairs are complex conjugates of each other because the opera- 
tors are conjugates. More seriously, many algebraic relations exist between 
the traces occurring in gn. These arise from the Cayley-Hamilton identity via 
the process of polarization. A systematic way of obtaining an irredundant 
subset from %n has eluded us. 
REMARK 5.3. Finally we discuss the relationship of our result with the 
work of Friedland and Radjavi. In [3], Friedland constructs invariants to 
decide whether or not a pair (or an m-tuple) of matrices are simultaneously 
similar. Now it is easy to see that A and B are unitarily equivalent iff 
(A, A*) and (B, B*) are simultaneously similar, so Friedland’s result contains 
a solution of our problem. However, there cannot exist continuous functions 
whose values separate simultaneous similarity classes of pairs of matrices, so 
Friedland’s invariants are discontinuous. 
Radjavi [6] studies the problem of simultaneous unitary equivalence of 
m-tuples of Hermitian matrices. By an iterative procedure, where at each step 
a k-tuple of Hermitian matrices are replaced by a (3k - 2)-tuple of matrices 
of strictly smaller size, he arrives at invariants which determine the equiva- 
lence class of the m-tuple. [For unitary equivalence of A and B, one would 
look for simultaneous unitary equivalence of (ReA,Im A) and (Re B,Im B).] 
Again, some of Radjavi’s invariants are integers-hence not continuous 
invariants. Also, all the reduction steps have to be actually performed before 
the invariants can be read off. 
In view of the very different perspectives of these authors, it is perhaps 
not relevant to compare their results with ours in terms of efficiency. 
However it seems that in certain situations our invariants may be more 
readily accessible than those of Friedland or Radjavi. In any case, the search 
for a small number of continuous functions to distinguish unitary similarity 
classes of n X n matrices remains an interesting problem. Any solution close 
to the ideal of n2 + 1 suggested by our topological argument would probably 
be of interest to applied mathematicians. 
We thank V. S. Sunder for several illuminating conversations, and 
R. Bhatia for a critical reading of several drafts of this manuscript. 
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